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Since MCM opened, we have developed award-winning exhibits and programming,
hosted thousands of field trips, and welcomed more than 1.4 million visitors from across
Mississippi, the US, and other foreign countries. In a few short months, we will be opening
a second museum, the Mississippi Children’s Museum-Meridian, something we never
would have thought possible ten years ago. Throughout all of this, we have placed children
at the center of everything we do. That has challenged us to be unparalleled in our own
efforts and also relentless in asking, “What do children need and how can we inspire
them?”
This passion has led us to cultivate deep ties within our community, to collaborate in our
work with like-minded individuals and organizations, and to create innovative resources
and partnerships to address our children’s most pressing needs. But more importantly, it
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has taught us something we talk a lot about in the child development world—resilience—
the ability to face adversity and turn potential setbacks into new opportunities.
This last year, we had to completely rethink how to operate, which was hard, but the
process also pushed us forward. From MCM’s very beginning, we knew we would need to
find creative ways to reach children outside our physical walls. And last year, we did just
that. We discovered new ways to digitally deliver our weekly programming and created
online and take-home resources to extend hands-on learning to children at home. We
also provided educational resources and a safe environment for over 100 virtual learning
students through our new program, Launch into Learning. That is definitely an
accomplishment to celebrate. This hard work has taken place in tandem with efforts
toward some new museum-based experiences. We have some pretty exciting things
coming up so we hope to see you soon!

Gratefully,

Susan Garrard, Mississippi Children’s Museum President/CEO

P.O. BOX 55409
JACKSON, MS 39296

On December 8, 2020, we celebrated the Mississippi Children’s Museum’s 10th birthday.
In reflecting on our last ten years of operation, it is amazing to think back to where we
started, realize just how far we have come, and see the positive trajectory of our work
ahead. When we began this endeavor, we were determined to create a place that would
provide unparalleled experiences because we felt that Mississippi’s children deserved
something truly inspiring, designed just for them.
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10 YEARS OF INSPIRATION!

Throughout its short, ten-year operational history, the Mississippi Children’s Museum has exemplified a
culture of innovation and excellence. This is apparent, not only through the museum’s many accolades
and awards, but also through its steady and strategic growth. “As cultural institutions, children’s

museums serve multi-faceted roles. They are at once tourism attractions, informal educational entities,
and community conveners. Balancing these roles is complex, which is why it is so important to keep our
mission at the forefront of our thinking,” says Susan Garrard, MCM President and CEO.
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weekly programs that incorporate all five of MCM’s learning initiatives, created events that have
become beloved annual traditions, and delivered outreach programming throughout the state.
MCM also has cultivated strong community partnerships, which have allowed the museum to expand
its work. A LeFleur Museum District member since 2014, MCM hosted the inaugural Mississippi Science
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project awarded an Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) grant which is highly
competitive,” says Garrard. MCM’s growth isn’t just in its tangible exhibit experiences, but also in its
programmatic offerings. Since opening, MCM has hosted thousands of field trips, developed daily and
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A tenacious commitment to quality has translated into groundbreaking work. In 2014, MCM opened
its first museum expansion, the Gertrude C. Ford Literacy Garden, which created a much-needed
outdoor exhibit space and a first-of-its kind, educational resource that combines experiential artworks
with unique landscape architecture. “This was an important achievement on several fronts—our first
capital campaign since opening, our first exhibit gallery completely designed in-house, and our first

Fest in 2016 to provide hands-on exploration of STEM fields. In 2017, the festival expanded to include
all four member museums. By 2019, attendance had more than doubled and MSF had been named
the Mississippi Tourism Association’s “Small Festival of the Year” and a “Top 20 Event” by the
Southeastern Tourism Society. None of these accomplishments would be possible without sustained,
ongoing community support and good fiscal stewardship. “There are donors who made capital gifts to
help us build MCM who have continued supporting us every step of the way since. In 2019, Charity
Navigator gave us a Top 5 rating for all privately funded museums nationally and Guidestar awarded
a Platinum Seal of Transparency, a testament to our commitment to financial sustainability,” says
Garrard. With these foundations, MCM is well positioned to launch into its next ten years.

Opened “The Literacy
Garden” – 15,000 square
feet of outdoor, interactive
exhibit space

Created and fabricated
MCM’s first traveling exhibit
that focused on early
literacy for toddlers and
traveled around the state:
Roll Match Read
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Received Charity
Navigator’s highest
awards and recognition
for fiscal stewardship

Frances Croft, MCM Partners’ President

MCM is grateful for the support from donors, sponsors, members,
volunteers, staff and visitors for making 10 years of MCM a reality!
As we look back over the years, we asked a few of our
longtime supporters why the Mississippi Children’s
Museum is important to them.

“MCM is a community of people - staff and
volunteers - who have dedicated much of
their life to give all of our children a special
place for play and learning, right here in
Mississippi, that is accessible to all.”

The Kasper Family, MCM Members

“MCM is a safe and happy place for our
daughter to learn, play and grow. The
people are great, every visit is warm and
welcoming. We love it here and look forward
to more visits to come!”

Malik Shavers, MCM Volunteer Assistant

“To me, MCM means imagination, wonder,
and service. The museum is a place where
kids can dig and dive into their imagination
with no limits.”

Lauren Cantrell, MCM Member

“MCM is a place where our children and their
imaginations can run wild. We are so lucky to
have such a special museum in Jackson that
encourages our children to be creative,
playing with all the hands-on activities.”

James, Launch into Learning Student

“My favorite thing about the Museum is the
Journey to the North Pole exhibit with the big
slide! I’m really excited for all the new exhibits
coming too like WonderBox.”

Anne Travis, CEO
The Bower Foundation

“The Mississippi Children’s Museum has met the needs of our community by
creating a safe, educational and fun place that exists to remind us all that the
lives and experiences of all children matter. Our social fabric is strengthened by
the intentional actions of the Mississippi Children’s Museum prioritizing and
valuing families and children.”

Holmes Adams, Chairman of Board of Managers
Luckyday Foundation

“The Luckyday Foundation is grateful that the Children’s Museum has used its
contributions wisely and creatively in constructing the museum and
formulating educational programs for the children of our state. Teaching
young children to read is the bedrock for sound learning. We wish the museum
continued success in the next decade.”
Cheryle M. Sims, President
Gertrude C. Ford Foundation
“Over 10 years ago, the Directors of the GCFF reviewed a tremendous set of plans
provided by the Mississippi Children’s Museum (MCM). We quickly knew we wanted to be
involved in the lives of Mississippi’s children through education, visual and performing arts
and other programs. MCM was built to enhance the lives of our children and so many
young people have been inspired by working with MCM’s staff through their programs.
Thanks to MCM, these children have learned to dream of a greater tomorrow.
It is difficult to distinguish between spectacular and excellent – those are the adjectives I
would use to describe the impact and effect that MCM has had on our community. MCM
has been one of the best investments made by our Foundation in the past decade.”

Began the fundraising and planning for
MCM’s first satellite museum to be
located in Meridian, MS, piloted the
Mississippi Science Festival, and created
MCM’s second traveling exhibit focused
on literacy: Story to Stage

Sheila B. Grogan, President
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi Foundation

“In the Mississippi Children’s Museum in Jackson and Meridian, exhibits and
programs are designed with an eye toward promoting active learning.
Through the partnership with the museum, the Blue Cross & Blue Shield of
Mississippi Foundation is supporting playful, hands-on learning experiences
for children, beginning in their earliest years, to build a foundation for
healthy living that will lead them to future success.”
James Caillier, Executive Director
Patrick F. Taylor Foundation

“10 years ago, the Patrick F. Taylor Foundation was excited to become one
of Mississippi Children’s Museum’s first sponsors to ensure its innovative
World at Work exhibit could enrich the lives of Mississippi’s children. The
museum has achieved so much in such a short time, and we are proud to be
a part of its story and a partner in bringing excellent educational experiences
to children from across the state.”

Jim Barksdale, Chairman of the Board and President
Barksdale Management Corporation
“One of the most rewarding investments our foundation has made is the Mississippi
Children’s Museum. It has made a significant impact on children’s education in
Mississippi and has been attended by children all over the state, not just the Jackson
Metro area. The museum is extremely well done, very well maintained, and
updated, and certainly is something Donna and I are very proud of.”

MCM Partners, the museum's support
group, reaches over $1,200,000
cumulative donations and the
Mississippi Science Festival is
awarded Small Festival of the Year

Partnered with the B.B. King Museum to
bring “Planting the Seeds to Read” family
literacy program to families in the Delta and
created and opened MCM’s first family
holiday exhibit: Journey to the North Pole,
Finalist for the IMLS National Medal for
Museum and Library Services

President’s Circle, MCM’s
youth volunteer leadership
program begins with 15
founding members
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Began assisting students
with virtual school
and enrichment
programming through
"Launch into Learning"

The opening of
MCM's first satellite in
Meridian, MS!

M
tion

CELEBRATION EDUCATION

Crisis Creates Innovation
MCM is a place where children, families, and educators come to experience innovative,
hands-on learning. So, what does a museum like ours do when faced with a global pandemic
that requires visitors to stay home and socially distance? We do what we do best – we come up
with creative ways to meet the immediate needs of our community. During Mississippi’s
shelter-in-place order, schools and families suddenly found themselves scrambling to ensure
that children were able to continue their learning from home. The Mississippi Children’s
Museum quickly and creatively shifted programming priorities to meet this immediate need.
The museum pivoted its social media channels to provide live story times and deliver its
regular weekly programming in a virtual format. Additionally, MCM launched a new
webpage, MCM at Home, to house digital content including coloring pages, educational
videos, and comprehensive activity guides. MCM supplied more than 1,200 activity kits with
school and enrichment materials to families without access to online learning and produced
two special editions of the Playbook to disseminate additional educational content with more
than 175,000 copies delivered statewide.
“Crisis will push you forward,” says Susan Garrard, MCM President and CEO. “We’ve talked
for years about creating digital and take-home materials to expand MCM’s educational
capabilities.” But MCM did not stop there. When the Jackson Public School (JPS) District
announced that classes would resume virtually for the Fall semester, MCM decided to pivot its
operating model to assist these students during the week through Launch into Learning, a
program that would provide tutoring, afterschool, and day camp services to JPS families in
need. The museum was able to provide a vital service to our education community, as well as
open on the weekends for members and public visitors. “With our longstanding partnership
with JPS, our 45,000 square foot space and state-of-the-art facilities, and a highly trained
educational staff, this seemed like an obvious role for us to step into,” says Garrard.
This innovative approach has made a tangible impact for the more than 100 students served.
“Launch into Learning means my girls have a safe environment to do virtual school on a daily
basis. This program has allowed students from JPS to have daily supervision as they complete
their assignments to keep them from being at risk of falling behind,” says Kim Wade, parent
of a Launch into Learning student. “You all have been a Godsend.”

1.

GASTRO CLIMBER

2.

3.

SHRIMP BOAT

SCRABBLE BOARD

4.

5.

WATER TABLE

NISSAN CAR
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CELEBRATION EDUCATION: MCM TRAVELS
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Can’t make it to the Mississippi Children’s Museum this Spring?
Bring MCM Travels to your classroom with a traveling exhibit or
instructional program. We have a variety of exhibits available
for rental for an extended period of time. We bring them to
you, set them up, and provide your staff the information
needed to achieve the educational objectives of the
exhibits. MCM also offers instructional programming
for your classroom, which provides hands-on experiences
that teach children in a fun and interactive way.

The mission of this exhibit is to help ensure the physical and mental
health of Mississippi's children by increasing their parents' and
caregivers' knowledge about physical activity, healthy eating
habits, and social/emotional wellness. The focal point of Wonder
of Wellness (WOW) is the brain, because proper brain
development is paramount for overall well-being. Through play,
children explore how creating healthy habits leads to the healthy
development of their brains. This hands-on exhibit was made
possible through a grant from the Institute of Museum and
Library Services (IMLS) and produced in collaboration with 16
local organizations dedicated to the health and well-being of
Mississippi's children.

1. Wonder of Wellness
2. Imagination Playground
3. Story to Stage

4. Get Heart Smart
5. Rigamajig
6. Hands-on STEAM Programs
7. Rocky the Reader
5.

3.

2. This traveling
exhibit allows
children to discover
and create through
unstructured free
play, by
manipulating big,
blue blocks into a
variety of
environments and
play spaces.

7.

With this
program, children
can explore
STEAM concepts
in new and exciting
ways by designing
unique objects and
growing practical
building skills with
Rigamajig’s nuts
and bolts system.

This traveling
exhibit allows
children to explore
their theatrical side
on an elevated
stage, while
fostering a creative,
literary environment
for children to
create their own
narrative.

4.

This program
is designed to
educate children
about key facets
of heart health,
through an
innovative and
interactive
program model.

Scan the QR code for more information
on MCM’s awesome traveling exhibits!

Rocky the Reader
is an enthusiastic pup
who loves to read, play
literacy games, and
travel! Book an
appearance with
Rocky to engage
young learners, play
fun games, and
promote reading!

6.

MCM’s STEAM programs
include awe-inspiring science
experiments, extreme
building challenges, learning
how to harness the power of
electricity, robot building,
and tech-based art projects.
With our extensive list of
activities to choose from, you
can customize a STEAM
program to fit the needs of
your classroom, grade level,
and area of interest.
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MCM-Meridian Flies High on Wings of Community Support
If you were to ask Elizabeth Wilson, the Executive Director of the Mississippi
Children’s Museum-Meridian, about the history of the project she would
say that it is a story about community.
“In 2015, when Kim Bowers, Kim Denison, and I approached the Mississippi
Children’s Museum for professional guidance about starting a children’s
museum, they challenged us to raise $25,000 in seed money to be able
to conduct a feasibility study. We doubled that amount in less than a
month, thanks to the support of our amazing community,” says Wilson.
The feasibility study established what this initial fundraising success hinted—a
groundswell of interest in establishing a children’s museum in Meridian. A
capital campaign kicked off in Spring 2016 with the Meridian Junior
Auxiliary as the first donor and the Phil Hardin Foundation as the first
signature donor.
“In that first year, over thirty amazing volunteers from husband-wife duos
to father-daughter duos worked to secure pledges. A year into the campaign,
one large corporate donor commented how humbling it was to see such a
large donor list comprised mostly of families committed to making this
dream a reality,” says Wilson.

Volunteers also served on a site selection committee, which began work in
2016. Anticipating only serving a couple of months, this dedicated group
met faithfully for almost a year reviewing more than a dozen sites. The
final site was announced in November 2017 along with the project’s second
signature gift, a pledge from The Riley Foundation.
Local leaders and educators gathered to help shape the museum’s exhibits
by weaving in the heritage and culture that is unique to Meridian and East
Mississippi. “The exhibit conceptual process is like nothing in which I have
ever participated. Throughout two long days of brainstorming and breakout
sessions, our exhibit designer sketched, and, by the end, had started to
give shape to our exhibits from trains to planes to operas; it was truly
magical.
In 2017, MCM-Meridian founded an arm of the statewide MCM-Partners
group to begin implementing some preliminary inquiry-based learning
events and immediately saw the enthusiasm for the museum’s educational
work. “By the third year, our Dr. Seuss’ Silly Birthday Celebration saw more
than 1,000 attendees. We didn’t even have a home yet,” says Wilson.
Perhaps most significant has been the overwhelming response to the public
campaign which kicked off in May 2019.

“We have over 700 donors (and counting) from the Take Flight Mississippi
challenge—gifts from as far away as the East and West coasts, to gifts
from every surrounding county including Alabama, from city leaders, to
children having lemonade stands. It’s inspiring to see such an outpouring
of community support,” says Wilson.

A
BECOME
R!
MEMBE

Experience all that the Mississippi Children’s Museum – Meridian has to offer with
a family membership! If you plan on being a frequent visitor to our brand new,
state-of-the-art facility, a membership is a wonderful way to save big and receive
tons of members-only perks. Add a dual membership for an additional $50.
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Scan this QR code with your smartphone
camera to become a member today!
Your membership will begin on the first
day we are open in the Spring of 2021.

MCM has a wonder-filled surprise in store when it opens its
newest exhibit experience WonderBox, a 1,500 square foot science,
technology, engineering, arts, and math (STEAM) exhibit in the
Museum’s existing arts gallery. WonderBox will be a makerspace that
will encourage open-ended exploration of topics such as design, art,
coding, robotics, engineering, and circuitry, and also offer
skills-based guided STEAM programming.
WonderBox began as a part of the work of the Mississippi Children’s
Museum-Meridian, which incorporated a makerspace concept into
the exhibit designs for the new museum. MCM’s WonderBox exhibit
will have its own unique features, but will share similar programming
and an emphasis on exploring Mississippi’s unique culture of
innovation.
“When you say STEAM, people’s reactions often are ‘I don’t know
how to do that,’” says Kate Perry, MCM Assistant Director of Exhibits.
“With WonderBox, we wanted to create a space that would make
STEAM concepts approachable so that anyone can come in and
have makers experiences, regardless of their existing knowledge or
skill set.”
The exhibit will have an interchangeable display highlighting three
themes: Mississippi Firsts, Fun from Mississippi, and Mississippi
Culture. WonderBox will incorporate both technological elements like
a 3-D printer and pens, robotics, and circuitry, as well as making
activities using simple, strategically incorporated objects. It will utilize
interactive exhibit components to challenge visitors to create and test
out their creations. A full-sized Lite Brite will be one of the exciting
new features.
WonderBox was conceived as both a physical exhibit and as a
take-home experience too. MCM has partnered with Central
Creativity in Laurel, MS to develop and produce WonderBox kits.
These kits change seasonally and provide everything that a family
needs to complete four different STEAM-based activities.
“These kits are makerspace experiences on-the-go. They have been
designed so the entire family can participate. Our hope is that they
can be a way for families to get comfortable with manipulating
materials and that they can be a gateway for future STEAM
exploration,” says Perry.
WonderBox in Meridian will be available for exploration when
MCM-Meridian opens in Spring 2021. WonderBox at MCM, which
was funded by Entergy, an Institute of Museums and Library
Services Museums for America grant, and a Hearst Foundations
grant, is expected to open in Summer 2021.
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Scan the QR Code to visit Louis
LeFleur’s Trading Post to purchase
your Wonderbox Today!

APSULE

MCM at Home is designed to provide children and families with opportunities to learn through fun, engaging activities from the comfort of their
own home! This online program allows families to access a wide variety of free resources such as educational videos, activity kits, DIY experiments,
and so much more! These resources provide exciting, hands-on experiences focusing on literacy, the arts, science, health and nutrition, and can be
accessed on our website anytime. Be sure to visit our MCM at Home page on our new website, launching in February 2021!
The MCM at Home program was initially created as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic that struck in early March of last year. While MCM was
able to continue serving our local community through our Launch into Learning program, we did consequently shut our doors to the public for
much of 2020. During that time, MCM at Home was created so that we could bring the Museum to YOU!

A time capsule is a container that people have filled with things that are relevant to their time, to be opened in the future. The oldest known time
capsule in the United States was created by Samuel Adams and Paul Revere in 1795. When it was opened in 2015, it contained artifacts like coins
from the 1600s and pages from newspapers. Below are two ways to create a time capsule for yourself, but there are many, many more!
Create a time capsule and hide it somewhere where you will forget about it! The

1. back of your closet or underneath your bed is a great place. If you are hiding

your time capsule inside where it is safe from the weather, you can use just about
any container. An old thermos or metal water bottle, a lunchbox, or a shoebox
would all work!

Think about what you want to put in your time capsule. Some good ideas are:

- A USB drive with photos and videos. These can be of your family and
friends, or just of the area where you live!
- Projects you created at school, or homework.
- Drawings.
- Birthday cards from this year.
- A page from the newspaper with important events on it.
- Movie tickets.
- Anything else you think you would want to remember several
years in the future!
- Make sure something inside your time capsule has the current date on it.

Now for the hard part! Choose a date when you want to open your time capsule
(at least a few years in the future!) and be patient! It’s going to be hard, but
eventually you will forget all about your time capsule, and you’ll have a big
surprise when you find it at the back of your closet one day!

Another way to preserve memories for the future is to write your future self a

2. letter! Tell yourself things that you think you would want to remember. You can

add your age, your height, who your friends are, what kind of games you like to
play, and all of your favorite foods and movies and colors. Write about how you
are feeling and the best things that happened this year.

Electronics have changed a lot in the past 10 years!
Draw what you think a cell phone will look like in 10 years.
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Read Oh, the Places You’ll Go by Dr. Seuss
& pack your bags for your own ADVENTURE!

What do you need?
• 2 tablespoons of sugar
• 1 cup of half & half
• ½ teaspoon of vanilla extract
• ½ cup of course salt (preferably ice cream salt)
• Ice
• Gallon size Ziploc bag
• Pint size Ziploc bag
Towel or gloves

MATERIALS:

• Brown paper lunch bags
• Markers
• Glue sticks
• Scissors
• Construction paper
• Index cards

1. Mix the sugar, half & half, and vanilla extract together in your pint
size bag. Seal it very tightly. If you have duct tape or similar, you
can use it to seal the top of the bag. You don’t want your ice cream
to leak out!

Fill your gallon bag halfway with ice. Add your salt. Put your pint

INSTRUCTIONS:
• Fold the paper bag into thirds.
• Create a handle for the bag out of the construction
paper. Use the glue stick to attach it to the bag.
• On the inside of the suitcase, attach an index card on
each of the three folds. Write “where I’m going,” “what
I’m bringing,” and “why I’ll be there” on each of the cards.
• Draw pictures, write explanations, or glue pictures or
maps onto each of the index cards.
• Decorate the outside of the suitcase!
• Let this function as a mini vision board for future trips!

2. size bag inside your gallon size bag and seal tightly.

Start shaking! The bag is going to get very cold, so it’s a good idea

3. to wrap it in a towel or wear gloves during this step! This step can
take a while but be patient and keep shaking!

4. After 5-10 minutes, open the gallon bag and check on your ice

cream. It should be getting firm! A tip from Ms. Se’Lah, one of our
Visitor Assistants: Press on the palm of your hand just under your
thumb. Your ice cream is ready when it starts to feel firm like that!

When your ice cream is done, take your pint size baggie out and
5. quickly run it under cold water to clean off the salt.

6. Open your baggie and enjoy with a spoon!
WHY DOES IT WORK?
The freezing point of water is 32 degrees Fahrenheit. Adding salt to ice
lowers the freezing point and makes the ice melt. However, the heat that
melts the ice must come from somewhere. In this case, the heat is
coming from the half & half inside the bag, because even if it feels cold
to the touch, it is warmer than the ice! By using the salt to lower the
freezing point of the ice, you are creating an environment in which the
half & half can freeze at a temperature below 32 degrees Fahrenheit,
thus making ice cream! Shaking the bag makes the ice cream freeze
evenly, which makes it smooth, and adds air to make it fluffy!

I’m Rocky
the Reader!

1. Read a new book every week.
2. Learn a new word every day.
3. Share the new word with a friend.
4. Travel to new communities and make new friends.
5. Help children and grown-ups become better readers.
ROCKY’S TIPS FOR SETTING GOALS
1. START BRAINSTORMING
• Ask yourself these questions…
What is important to me?
What do I want to achieve in life?

Rocky

2. CREATE A PLAN
• Write out action steps to achieve your goals
3. SET GOALS ON YOUR CALENDAR
• Talk with your parents about your goals
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UPCOMRING
S!

You’re invited to join us for a Seuss-inspired
fantastic, fun day at MCM for Dr. Seuss’
Silly Birthday Celebration!
This is one of MCM’s favorite days of the
year when guests from across the region
visit to celebrate Dr. Seuss. You’ll get messy
with ooey-gooey oobleck, explore the
museum on a Seuss-themed scavenger
hunt, create your own Thing 1 or Thing 2
mask, and participate in many more
creative activities! Readings of everyone’s
favorite Dr. Seuss books will
be enjoyed throughout the day.

Count down to NASA Day at MCM with the
John C. Stennis Space Center!
At MCM, we love all things space – from
rockets to astronauts to space food. On NASA
Day, real life astronauts and rocket scientists
from Mississippi’s very own John C. Stennis
Space Center will come to teach guests all
about what it’s like to go to space, be an
astronaut, and work at a space center. Bring
your aspiring astronauts to NASA Day on
Saturday, March 13 for a special day of
activities that will be out of this world!

Start your week with fun!
Did you know that MCM is open for
special, holiday Mondays from 9am –
5pm for extra hours of inspiration and
fun? Magic Monday is the perfect
solution to a Monday off from school.
Each of these special days includes
regular museum programming, as well
as a special Food Lab program where
guests learn about making delicious
and nutritious food and snacks.
Mark your calendar for MCM’s
upcoming Magic Mondays:
February 15 • March 15 • April 5

Spring is right around the corner, and
everyone at MCM is already excited for our
annual Bunnies and Butterflies spring event!
Bunnies and Butterflies is the perfect way to
welcome the warm, sunny weather of the
new season. At this event, guests will learn to
plant their own garden, play with real-life
bunnies, learn about our insect friends, have
faces painted, create unique costumes of
bunny ears or butterfly wings, and so much
more. This is an event you definitely won’t
want to miss, so visit us on Saturday, April 3
to help us celebrate spring!
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These events are scheduled to take
place at MCM in Jackson, MS!

Scan the QR Code to stay up to
date with our Spring Events!

MCM Partners Celebrate the Years!
Since the Mississippi Children’s Museum opened in 2010, MCM Partners has served as a steadfast support
system through sponsorships, fundraisers, and volunteer hours to help MCM succeed in their mission of inspiring
Mississippi’s children from all backgrounds to discover and achieve their potential.
Partners have 3 signature fundraising events each year!

the years!
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Each February, Ignite the Night kicks off a new year
at MCM. This adults-only affair is not your typical
party – it is imaginative, creative, and provides museum
supporters with a night of amusement and fun. While
our 2021 event may look a little different, there is one
thing that remains the same… the party!
Building on 10 years of imaginative entertainment
and themed around celebrating Ignite the Night
through the years, this Partner’s signature event
brought the party home to our guests with a specially
curated Party in a Box.

S A V E

COMMITTEE
CHAIR
Amberly Collins

PROMOTIONS AND WEBSITE
Dana Wilson

CO-CHAIR
India Torrey

CELEBRATION BOX
Lindsey Armstrong

CORPORATE SPONSOR
Kelly Meeks

SILENT AUCTION
Jill Cheney
Molly Parks

ADVISOR
Alicen Blanchard
Laura Stansell
PARTNERS PRESIDENT
Frances Croft
HOSTS
Kim Ferguson

DA TE !
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AUGUST

OCTOBER

Thank you to our dedicated MCM-Meridian Partners Board Members who’ve
been part of the MCM-Meridian project for years.
STANDING:
Amanda Cassell, Patty Ann Bogue, Hallie Swindoll,
Jenn Northam, Helen Sims

MERIDIAN

SITTING:
Rhonda Poole, Lou Ann Lamar, Kim Knight,
Heather Myatt, Susan Coffin
NOT PICTURED:
Caroline Compton, Caroline Everett, Gwen Rockette,
Christena Bradley, Lindsey Aull, Beth Whitehead, Linda Grant
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MISSISSIPPI THRIVE

Children are born with tremendous potential, and what happens in the earliest stages of their lives is so important! During the first
five years, young children begin to do so many new things, like engaging in creative, make-believe play; knowing what’s real and
what’s imaginary; and playing with others. These are called developmental milestones, and they usually happen at specific age
ranges. As your baby’s first teacher, you can use milestone checklists to celebrate your child’s accomplishments.
Milestone Checklists are an important part of the pediatric wellness visit and are used to mark your child’s development. A
developmental screening tool, which is a structured and standardized set of questions, helps providers identify delays. A formal
developmental screening is recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics at the 9, 18, and 24 or 30 month wellness visit.
Don’t be afraid to ask your child’s health care provider for a developmental screening at these well-child visits or any time you have
a concern!
Free milestone checklists and an app are available to download at www.cdc.gov/actearly and www.MississippiThrive.com/resources/.

During your daily
routine, give your child more
(age-appropriate) opportunities to
show you what they can do! You
can even make it a game; play
Follow the Leader, where first you
serve your lunch, then your child
copies you. First you put on your
shirt, then your child copies you.
Expand the game by asking your
child to show you what else they
can do while getting dressed,
cleaning up, etc.; then
copy them!

Spend some
time playing with
your child; you can
create art together or
play outside. While
you’re playing, you can
mark their milestones
& celebrate
achievements!

Health care providers can review the results of developmental screenings, give you tips and advice on how to support your child’s development, and connect you
with additional supports. If a delay is found, don’t panic; you are not alone! One in six children experience developmental delays, but thankfully, by taking action
early, concerns can be addressed. With appropriate supports, these concerns can improve or completely resolve. We have put together a treasure chest of
information on our website—www.MississippiThrive.com.

This project is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of an award totaling $14 million with 0 percent financed with
non-governmental sources. The contents are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official views
of, nor an endorsement, by HRSA, HHS, or the U.S. Government. For more information, please visit HRSA.gov.
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• More than one million neural connections form
every second in a baby’s brain!
• Social and emotional skills begin developing
in infancy:
o Got friends?!? Social skills develop
through play.
o Emotional connections are important
for a baby’s developmental health—talk
to your baby, smile at your baby, copy
your baby’s funny faces!

YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A BRAIN BUILDER!
Vroom® offers ideas so you can help your child thrive by incorporating learning and brain
building opportunities into your family’s everyday moments. Find out more at www.vroom.org.

Mini Chef (Ages 3-5)
Have your child help with safe and
simple tasks while you are cooking.
Mixing or adding an ingredient
can be good places to start. As you
work, ask them what they think will
happen when they stir things
together or add something new.
Listen to their ideas, then talk
together about what you see
happening.
Does your child want to do
everything by themselves? Whether
it’s eating with fingers or trying to
use a fork, give them ways to be
more independent. Talk to them
about what they’re doing. If they
need, help them a little. When
they’re done, notice how they
respond with a smile or an “I did it!”
Celebrate with them!

This is real-life science. Guessing
about what might happen
promotes your child’s curiosity. This
helps them adopt a lifelong love of
learning.

Tiny Tent (Ages 3-5)
Grab a blanket to make a tiny tent
at bedtime. Pretend to be camping
outside with your child. Say:
“Shhhhh…what do you hear? See?
Smell? What do you think is
happening outside our tent?”
Afterward, snap a pic of your child
at their campsite!

Pretending is very important to
learning – it helps your child to
imagine, be creative, and take the
perspective of others. And it’s fun!

It may take longer and be messier,
but you’re helping your child to feel
good and develop new skills. This
will give them a sense they can try
something new and succeed.

For more information on developmental milestones and brain building opportunities, visit MississippiThrive.com.

This project is supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of an award totaling $14 million with 0 percent financed with
non-governmental sources. The contents are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official views
of, nor an endorsement, by HRSA, HHS, or the U.S. Government. For more information, please visit HRSA.gov.
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THANK YOU DONORS
Contributors to the Mississippi Children’s Museum from

June 1 - December 31, 2020
If you wish to change your recognition, please contact us at donate@mcm.ms.

$25,000+
Anonymous
Beth and Chip Pickering
Amazon Services
Ergon Foundation, Inc.
Institute of Museum and Library
Services
Mississippi Department of Human
Services
State of Mississippi
Trustmark
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
$10,000 - $24,999
Melanie and Jamey Burrow
Maggi and Lee Lampton
Frieda and Joseph Lauderdale
Atmos Energy Corporation
C Spire Foundation
Eaton Corporation
Feild Co-Operative Association,
Inc.
Georgia Pacific Foundation, Inc.
Henry and Martha Hederman
Charitable Foundation
Regions Bank
Sanderson Farms, Inc.
St. Dominic Health Services, Inc.
Telos Foundation
The CarMax Foundation
The Fountain Family Foundation
Toyota Motor North America, Inc.
University of Mississippi Medical
Center
$5,000 - $9,999
Kathryn and David Jerome
Melissa and Nash Neyland
Community Foundation for Mississippi
Entergy Mississippi, Inc.
Jackson Heart Foundation
Kroger Delta Marketing Area
Terry Service, Inc.
Visit Jackson
$2,500-$4,999
Karen and Charles Bush
Olivia and Jerry Host
Janie and Mike Jarvis
Katherine and Robert Puckett
Butler Snow, LLP
International Paper Foundation
Mississippi Arts Commission
Mississippi Development Authority
Molina Healthcare, Inc.
Paul Moak Automotive, Inc.

Southern Farm Bureau Life
Insurance Company
$1,000-$2,499
Laura and Jason Ashley
Donna and Clark Bruce
Bill Bynum
Meredith and James Creekmore
Frances and Justin Croft
Elisabeth B. Culbertson
Margaret O. Cupples
Betsy and Kane Ditto
Susan and John Garrard
Bettye and James Graves
Beth and Nick Hansen
Betsy and Stewart Hood
Tish annd Haden Hughes
Betty and Martin Jue
Carla and Richard Lewis
Abba and Claude Mapp
Lyn and David McMillin
Michael McRee
Ashley and Hu Meena
Katie and Taylor Nicholas
Amanda and Scott Overby
Sara and Bill Ray
Morgan and Sean Schnur
Tiffany and B.T. Steadman
Carol Tatum
Rebecca and Brooks Vance
Lauren and Matthew
VanLandingham
Amy and DeFord Walker
Create Foundation
Enterprise Holdings
First Commerical Bank
Junior League of Jackson
Madison Junior Civitan Club
Marion Counseling Services
Mississippi Forestry Association
Mississippi Humantities Council
Raymond James
Saint Andrew’s Episcopal School
Sandifer Orthodontics
Van Devender Family Foundation
Wier Boerner Allin Architecture
$500-$999
Alicen and EJ Blanchard
Katie and Shawn Browning
Holly and Brooks Buchanan
Amy and Adam Burns
Rachel and Andrew Canter
Barbara and Jason Craft
Sidney and Holt Crews
Kimberly and Lee Ferguson

MCM-MERIDIAN DONORS
Contributions and pledges to the Mississippi
Children’s Museum-Meridian
(list updated through December 31, 2020)

* denotes an in-kind donation

Gretchen and Curtis Gentry
Barbara Craft
Emily and Kern Hoff
Jamie and Will Holcomb-Bardwell
Rae Ann and Kellon Lawrence
Mary Allyson and Ruffin Lowry
Lindsey and Bradley Norris
Marcia and Bill Penn
Janet and Charlie Spain
Jan and Andrew Townes
Camille and Keith Young
Layson Counseling Group
Parker & Associates
Ross & Yerger Insurance
$250-$499
Susannah and Cameron Albriton
Mary Kathryn and Bo Allen
Beth and John Allgood
Jackie Bailey
Marian and Claiborne Barksdale
Susan and Paul Blake
Dea and Michael Bowling
Lindsay and Justin Buford
Lauren and Jordan Cantrell
Kirke and Justin Chamblee
Amberly and Matt Collins
Alex and Chase Cooper
Casey and Sam Creasey
Stephanie and Wally Cummins
Roslyn and Suman Das
Marcie Davant
Ginny DeHart
Laurel and Price Donahoo
Sara Hart and Gordon Fellows
Cathrina Fernandez
Molly and Adam Griffin
Carmen and Trevor Gross
Shannon and Kevin Hahn
Elizabeth and Clay Hays
Blair and Doug Hederman
Abby and Ben James
Leisel and Nicholas Jew
Ashley and Brian Johnson
Amanda and Christopher Johnston
Priscilla and Jason Jolly
Quinn and Bradley Kellum
Libby and Ted Kendall
Jane and Michael Little
Kelly and Sam Love
C.B. Carroll and Jeanne Luckett
Christy and Jacob Malatesta
Elizabeth and Read Meadows
Marlee and Kennedy Miller
Chelsea and Wesley Mockbee
Heidi and Mark Noel
Kelsey and William North
Swayze and Will Pentecost
Mary and Daniel Robertson
Carlene Scanlon
Bethany and Lucien Smith
Sarah and Tim Sterling
Stephanie and Dean Tanner
Sara and Brad Tisdale
Betty Todd
India and Alan Torrey
Anna and Micah Usry
Mollie and Cory Vincent
Facial Surgery
Friends of Key Field
Glass, Inc.
McElroy Truck Lines
Meridian Coca-Cola
Bottling Company
The Chisholm Foundation
The David Majure Family
The Montgomery
Institute *

If you wish to change your recognition, please contact us at meridian@mcm.ms.

CONDUCTORS
$1,000,000+
State of Mississippi
The City of Meridian
The Phil Hardin
Foundation
The Riley Foundation
AVIATORS
$500,000 - $999,999
Blue Cross & Blue Shield
of Mississippi
INVENTORS
$250,000 - $499,999
Hall Timberlands
Sissie and Fred Wile
Lauderdale County Board of
Supervisors
Progressive Pipeline
Southern Pipe & Supply
The Paul & Sherry
Broadhead Foundation
SCHOLARS
$100,000 - $249,000
Linda and Marty Davidson
Melanie and Manny Mitchell

Junior Auxiliary of Meridian
Lauderdale County Tourism
Mississippi Power Foundation
The Earnest Workers Circle
Of King’s Daughters and
Sons
Trustmark
Van Zyverden
COMPOSERS
$50,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
Anonymous
Otis Gowdy, Jr.
Laura and Clay Holladay
Frances McDonnell
Cindy and Jim McGinnis
Melissa and Adam
Mitchell
Heather and Nathan
Myatt
Deanna Wilbourn
A&B Electric Company,
Inc.
Anderson Regional
Health System
Atmos Energy
BankPlus
Bowers Auto
Community Bank
East Mississippi Oral &

PERFORMERS
$10,000 - $49,999
Linda and Tim Allred
Debra and John
Anderson
Lindsey Aull
Barbara and Gary Boone
Bess and Ben Box
Gayle and Joel Callahan
April and Cole Cardwell
Amanda and Matt
Cassell
Katie and Douglas
Coleman
Ann and John Compton
Thomas Crowson
Holley and Michael
Davis
Kimberly and Dru
Denison
Bet and Doug Deweese
Joel Drummond
Jennifer and Bob
Eubanks
Nicola and L.J. Frugé
Jacqueline and Tim
Hogan
Mary Ann and Jay
Howell
Rose and Scott Hudson
Pat Jarrett
Tara and Dan Komar
Farheen and Asif Lala
Annie and Vern Lund

Rivers and Christopher Walker
Liz and Cecil Walker
Gene Wright
Key Consultants Team of Keller
Williams
Rivertree Financial Planning
$1-$249
Corey and Robert Aiken
Elizabeth Alford
William Allen
Leanne and Robert Armstrong
Lindsey and Matt Armstrong
Brandi Barker
Sunny Bedi
Lauretha Bellinder
Lindsey Benefield
Mary and Matt Benton
Jan and Ronald Blackwell
Susan and Alan Branson
Toni and Andy Broadhead
Megan Byrne
Jamie and Chandler Castle
Allison Christian
Frances and Thomas Coleman
Amy and James Coleman
Amanda Leigh and Matt Conner
Opey Coulter
Frank Criddle
Terry Dale Cruse
Judy DeHart
Kathy DeMuth
Lisa and Sean Didion
Casey Eason
Missy Ellis
Julia and Austin Ellis
Laura Evans
Elizabeth and Dan Eveland
Andy Farmer
Bethany and Jon Flint
Lesley and Marty Frascogna
Charley Frye
Jeanne Ganriele
Charles Gaymes
Andrea and Ab Germany
Kathy and Nelson Gibson
Rebecca Gilbert
Danielle Grace
McKenzie and Jake Greer
Sharon Griffin
Amanda and Austin Griffin
Lindsay and Brian Hamm
Heather Hammons
Mary Hauck
Susan Hyaman
Anna and Zeb Henson
Jody and Greg Hoff
Amanda and James Holland
Erin and Jason Inman
Nahid Islam
Elizabeth Jackson
Mary and Sherman Jackson
Toni Johnson
Susan Jones
Paula Kemp
Catherine Kennedy
Nancy and David Kilpatrick
Beth Kitchings
Holly and Jonathan
Moore
Amy and Ken Nelson
Hallie Phillips
Cleta and Thad Quarles
Nicki and Adam Reeves
Karen and Sonny Rush
Sandy and Terrell Temple
Lisa and Mike Van
Drunen
Betty and Richard Vise
Nicole and Kevin Ward
Sela Ward
Liz and Rod Wilson
Stephanie and Benny
Wright
Veldore Young-Graham
In Memory of Barbaree
Rosenbaum Heaster
Alliance Health Center
Employees
Charles L. Young, Sr.
Foundation
Charles Ledbetter
Forestry Consultant, Inc.
Citizens National Bank
D&H Construction
Downtown Optimist Club
Gipson Steel
Great Southern Bank
Insurance and Risk
Managers
Jackson Newell Paper
Foundation
Little Caesars
Long Distribution
Lowes *
Magnolia Beverage
Company
Meridian Pediatric
Dental Group
Merrill Lynch
Nathan E. Daniels
Roofing Company
Nissan of Meridian
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Chandler Lenoir
Mary Michael Lindsay
Vicki Lockhart
Lauren and Christopher Lomax
Alexandra Long
Amye Lovitt
Kathryn and Drew Mallette
Janie and Stephen Maloney
Bobbye and Larry Mason
Lauren Mattiace
Morgan McCain
Catherine and Tim McCarty
Meredith McMillin
Judy and Mike McNames
Catherine and Lawrence Mehok
Liz and Kerk Mehrle
Amy and Jacob Moremen
Tara and Seth Morrison
Susannah Morse
Elisa Mosal
Elizabeth and Parker Neyland
Darby Neyland
Beth and Steven Orlansky
Simmi Pal
Monica and Sager Patel
Usha Patel
Sandra and Dennis Perkins
Nickolas Petkas
Ha Phan
Kim and Trey Porter
Etta and David Price
Mary and Richard Puckett
Jill Randall
Claire and Jay Raymond
Naomi Ridgway
Mary-Crosby and Walker Roberts
Marjorie Sauer
Ellen Sawyer
Rachel Scarbrough
Elizabeth and David Schommer
Susan Shemwell
Sarah and Jeff Skelton
Gavin Snyder
Anna and Neal Stephens
Marci Talbot
Kelsey and Michael Tartt
Zach Taylor
Bobbie Thomas
Cynthia Till
Alice Tillman
Janie Tumminello
Nancy and Daniel Venarske
Malinda and Jim Warren
Becky and Chris Waterer
Jelessa Waters
Katherine and David Webb
Cal Wells
Joyce White
Doug and Leigh Anne Whittle
KC and Wes Williams
Ashley and Mark Willson
Dana and Scott Wilson
Edward Woods
Jordan and Adams Yerger
Amazon Smile Foundation
Rankin County Rotary Club
The Southern Luncheon Club

North American Coal
Corporation
Pilot Flying J
Regions Bank
Rotary Club of Meridian
Sequel Electrical Supply
The Fountain Family
Foundation
Truckers Supply
Company
Waters International
Trucks
Woodall Electric, Inc.
Young Professionals of
Meridian

TO VIEW THE FULL LIST
SCAN THIS QR CODE
BELOW OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE AT MCM.MS

LeFleur’s Bluff Education and Tourism Complex
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Mississippi Foundation has awarded a $3,855,000 grant to the Mississippi Wildlife, Fisheries, & Parks Foundation for the
LeFleur’s Bluff State Park Education and Tourism Partnership between the Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Parks’ (MDWFP) Museum
of Natural Science and the Mississippi Children’s Museum. This grant will provide essential funds to create a state-of-the-art complex for physical and
educational activities through a 21st century playground, outdoor classroom and museum walking trail.
The Mississippi Children’s Museum’s Director of Development, Emily Hoff, and MDWFP’s Museum of Natural Science, Assistant Director, Angel Rohnke
helped bring this project to life. This state-of-the-art complex brings a world of possibilities to our community and state. Let’s ask Emily and Angel what
this project means to them.

EMILY

Q & A

What feature are you most excited about in the new complex?

I cannot wait to see the Wee-dra! It’s a play structure designed for
6-23 month olds and LeFleur’s Bluff will be the first in the world to
have it! As the mom of a 1 year old, I can’t wait for my son to experience
it! The Hedra Tower, the companion play structure geared toward
5-12 year olds has an 18 foot slide!

ANGEL

The 21st century playground! I am really excited about the modern
play equipment that is inclusive to children with accessibility needs.
Growing up in New York, I may be most excited about the sail shades
for summer playdates. Approximately 75 percent of the playground
will be covered and the area below it will be up to 30 degrees cooler
than the outdoor temperatures.

What does this partnership mean personally for you and your family?
As a native Jacksonian, I grew up playing in LeFleur’s Bluff State
Park. I am thrilled that my two children will have positive memories
associated with the park as they experience the playground, walk
between MCM and MMNS on the new trail and enjoy engaging
learning opportunities at the outdoor classroom/pavilion.

As the mom of two boys, I cannot wait to see their excitement over
the new playground and fun interactive museum trail. We love to
be outdoors and visit fun places like the LeFleur Museum District.
This will only add more excitement to our weekend adventures.

Why is it important to provide outdoor recreational and educational spaces?
All the structures on the playground promote physical and mental
activities - from providing greater freedom to run, jump, and climb
to supporting reduced stress levels. The trail has individual exhibits
include a fun fact and a lesson about conservation. The outdoor
classroom/pavilion will create another opportunity for learning in an
inspiring outdoor environment that can also serve the practical need
of a covered space for students and families.

Outdoor experiences build visual-spatial skills, strengthen observation
and creativity, improve concentration, and enhance motor and
imagination skills. Children who play and learn in nature are more
physically active, more engaged in learning, and more emotionally
healthy.

How will this complex impact the future?
Each year, thousands of Mississippians visit our area from around
the state. These amenities will attract more families and encourage
them to explore and make lifelong memories together. I can’t wait
to see children enjoying these experiences together!

I’m hopeful that this space will encourage families to spend more
time outdoors and leave children with an excitement to visit again.
The resources this complex will provide will help create a healthier
Mississippi, and that’s a future we can all benefit from.
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MCM SPRING CALENDAR

APR

MAR

FEB

Please note that these dates and events are subject to change. Visit mschildrensmuseum.org for an up-to-date schedule.

15

Magic
Monday

Saturday

13

20

27

Ignite the
Night

Monday

NASA
Day

Saturday

3

Saturday

Saturday

Monday

15

5

MCM-MERIDIAN
OPENING SPRING 2021!

Scan the QR code for more
information on the grand
opening of MCM’s first
satelite campus!

Monday

15
19

Magic
Monday

Spring
Break

Saturday

Monday

Bunnies &
Butterflies

Dr. Seuss’
Silly Birthday

24

Magic
Monday

Harry Potter
Day

MAY

Doc McStuffins
Coming Summer 2021
Experience the first children’s museum exhibit based
on Disney Junior’s award-winning series, Doc
McStuffins. Join the magical storytelling as you help
Doc and her friends in the new McStuffins Toy
Hospital! Through imaginative play and hands-on
activities, learn life-lessons about wellness. There is
so much you can do to take care of you!
Friday

28

Saturday

Doc McStuffins
Member Preview

29

Saturday

Doc McStuffins
Exhibit Opens!

29

Splash Pad
Opens

Doc McStuffins: The Exhibit is produced by The
Children’s Museum of Indianapolis and presented
by Riley Hospital for Children at Indiana University
Health. Disney character live appearances are not
part of the exhibit. ©Disney

mschildrensmuseum.org • 601.981.5469
/MississippiChildrensMuseum

@mschildsmuseum

@mschildsmuseum

A signature project of the Junior League of Jackson.
This project is partially funded through a grant by Visit Jackson.

Museum Hours : 9 am - 5 pm (closed from 12 pm - 1 pm for cleaning)

/MississippiChildrensMuseum

